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Corrigendum

The following changes should be made to document AIR/TSC/W/62:

Page 3:

- ex 3917.29: In the product description following "rigid," insert "of plastics," and following "3917.23," delete "of plastics,"
- ex 3917.33: In the product description insert a comma after "hoses".
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- In sequence following 4016.93, add:
  (ex 4016.95) (inflatable articles of vulcanized rubber, for technical uses)
  (comment: "for technical uses" should be underlined. end comment.)
- ex 6813.10: In the product description, insert a comma after "pads".
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- ex 8418.40: Place "ex 8418.40" in square brackets.
- ex 8504.50: In the product description, substitute "electrical" for "electric".
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- ex 8518.29: In the product description substitute "an enclosure" for "their enclosure".
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- ex 8543.90: In the product description following "sub-assemblies" substitute "of flight recorders" for "thereof".
- ex 9002.12: In the product description following "material" insert "mounted".
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ex 9031.90  In the product description, place "9031.40" in square brackets.
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ex 9104.00  The product description should be placed in square brackets.